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Premiere Screening 
 
 
Kailash Studio’ f2m: the boy within’ Documentary at 
Shepparton’s ‘Out in the Open’ Festival 
 
 
by  
 
Hazel Edwards 
www.hazeledwards.com 
 
 
‘Premiere’ means first. The Shepparton screening of our documentary was a 
first for me in a few ways.  
 
‘Out in the Open’ festival organiser Damien Stevens invited us to screen our 
‘f2m: the boy within’ documentary as part of a dinner event in Shepparton in 
regional Victoria. 
 
Electronically challenged, I was a bit nervous at Skyping my co-author Ryan 
in New Zealand with time zone differences, plus the BIG screen was 
disconcerting. Each community has its own vocabulary. And in a gender 
diverse ‘Out in the Open’ Festival audience, I was especially concerned 
about inadvertently offending by using inappropriate language. But the 
welcome was very warm. And the ‘There’s a Hippopotamus on Our Roof 
Eating Cake’ book has fans of all ages. 
 
 I’d never spoken in front of a giant me on the screen in a function room 
before. It was like there were two, the public and the private.  
What was our documentary about?  Reactions to our Young Adult novel on 
transitioning gender. A controversial subject which had provoked responses 
ranging from international awards, to fear and being put on the library ‘Ban’ 
shelf or in the bin. Our young adult novel was about ‘coming of age’, but the 
subject of a transitioning gender ftm (female to male) character was 
controversial. My co-author Ryan is an ftm and a longterm family friend, the 
age of my adult children. 
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Kailash Studio crew for ‘f2m: the boy within’ documentary. Ryan next to 
Hazel on right. Interviewer-psychologist Meredith Fuller on left. 
 
************************************************************ 
 
“Candid answers from 'f2m: the boy within' co-authors Ryan Kennedy & 
Hazel Edwards when interviewed by psychologist Meredith Fuller on the 
Kailash Studio documentary.  Hazel admits to the challenge of using the 
right pronouns and appropriate terms, while Ryan speaks of plotting 
fiction on Skype across a year and thirty drafts.  Why they chose YA 
(Young Adult) novel format, humorous anecdotes about cross Tasman 
book launches with webchats and the sincere fan mail received. Plus the 
realities of writing about a controversial gender subject.  Runs 25 
minutes.” 
 
********************************************************** 
 
Our documentary was to be screened between main course and sweets. 
Relieved to see Ryan doing an introductory chat on the Big screen, but then 
there were problems with the Skype audio and Ryan’s voice faded, so we 
cut. 
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M.C. Damien Stevens introduced me and I chatted about how as family 
friends Ryan and I had collaborated on the book and the range of reactions 
we had experienced, including some censorship which had provoked the 
making of the documentary. I regarded ‘f2m; the boy within’ as the most 
important of my 200 books and it was Ryan’s debut novel. Our collaboration 
had been across countries, generations and gender. 
 
The doco started. 
 
The audience didn’t react much during the screening, except to smile about 
Ryan’s comments on his inability to multi-task now as a male. I thought the 
doco had ‘Bombed’ and they didn’t like it. 
 
‘Any questions?’  asked Damien . None. So we moved on to sweets. 
 
BUT individually, each audience member came up, wanted to chat about 
personal gender stories and bought multiple copies of our ‘f2m: the boy 
within’ for autographing for special friends and family. 
 
I had miscalculated. They were interested.  And had listened intently to the 
story of our collaboration. But wanted to talk privately, not question in 
public. Plus many were strangers. I had made the mistake of assuming all 
knew each other. And there are so few ‘mainstream’ resources available on 
‘trans’ characters, that they were appreciative of fiction as a way of 
introducing discussion in families. 
 
‘Add audio captions’ was a useful suggestion from a lip- 
reader in the audience. ‘Too many shots taken from the side.’  
 
‘Offer it  on Queer TV. Or mainstream TV.’ 
 
‘Put it  on Youtube.’  
 
‘Thank you for collaborating on this.  It  helps to have a 
mainstream author involved.’  
‘My colleague has just transitioned at work. This helps 
explain.’ 
 
 
Back in my motel room at 11pm,I texted Ryan in NZ saying the premiere 
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had been worthwhile. And then fell into bed. Next morning I discovered that 
my message had not gone to Ryan.  More technical challenges. 
 
In addition, I realized that I’d forgotten to take a ‘premiere’ photo because I 
was so busy autographing books and having individual conversations. 

Went for a morning walk in the stunning rose garden of Queen’s Park before 
I read ‘There’s a Hippopotamus on our Roof Eating cake’ to families at the 
Goulburn Valley Library. I discovered my audience from the night before 
setting up for the fun Family Day in the park. 

Very supportive crew and I got my photo. As this author drove back to 
Melbourne, I was glad I’d become involved, because the importance of 
fiction (and of documentaries) is to see things from the viewpoint of others, 
and maybe share a little more tolerance for diversity. 

 

Shepparton’s ‘Out in the Open’ Festival organiser Damien Stevens and f2m; 
the boy within’ co-author Hazel Edwards  

http://www.hazeledwards.com/page/f2mthe_boy_within.html 
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‘F2m;the boy within’ is published by Ford Street. 

www.fordstreetpublishing.com 

 

 


